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Representing relative chronology of events is fundamental for narrative

But real stories are very complex in terms of relative chronology

very rarely simple sequences (flashbacks, foreshadowing)

often recursively embedded (stories within stories)

Motivation

often occurring across more than one world (fiction)

often involving reference to events “not happened” (plans, wishes, conditions) 

How do these aspects affect the relative chronology we want to represent?



Sources for identifying plot in movies

Action units as representation mechanism

Handling Embedded stories

Conclusions and Future Work

Content

Handling Fictional Worlds

Inferring Temporal Relations

Handling Modalities



FADE IN ON:

A VIDEO GAME ON A COMPUTER SCREEN

The game is in progress. As a sick coughing sound is 
heard.

CUT TO:

THIS KID

lying in bed, coughing. Pale, one sick cookie. Maybe 
he's
seven or eight or nine. He holds a remote in one hand,
presses it, and the video game moves a little bit. Then 
he's hit by another spasm of coughing, puts the remote 
down.

His room is monochromatic, greys and blues, mildly 
high-tech.
We're in the present day and this is a middle class 
house, somewhere in the suburbs.

CUT TO:

The Kid's MOTHER as she enters, goes to him, fluffs his
pillows, kisses him, and briefly feels his forehead. 
She's worried, it doesn't show. During this

MOTHER
You feeling any better?

THE KID
A little bit.

MOTHER
Guess what.

THE KID
What?

MOTHER
Your grandfather's here.

THE KID
(not overjoyed)

Mom, can't you tell him that I'm
sick?

MOTHER
You are sick, that's why he's here.

THE KID
He'll pinch my cheek. I hate that.

MOTHER
Maybe he won't.
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Boy playing videogames1

Mother arrives105

Mother touches forehead106 Mother says grandfather has arrived 2

Grandfather enters room5

Same world Same modality

Grandfather arrives4
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Mother leaves6

Grandfather reads7 Grandfather tells boy [8 9] 7a Wesley give pitcher to Buttercup8

Real world Fictional world

Wesley Kiss Buttercup9Grandfather reads10 Grandfather tells boy [11 12] 10a

Wesley seek fortune12

Wesley leave farm11
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Fictional world

Same modality

Iñigo shows sword to Man in black42

Iñigo’s father make sword46

Rugen not pay sword47

Rugen kill Iñigo’s father48

Young Iñigo challenges Rugen49

Rugen defeats young Iñigo50

Rugen marks young Iñigo51

Rugen commission sword from Iñigo’s father45

Iñigo tells Man in black [45 - 51]43
starts

Iñigo challenges Man in black45
ends

Wesley give pitcher to Buttercup( 8 )
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Fictional world

Vizzini kidnaps Buttercup26

Vizzini tells Iñigo and Fezzik [28 -35]27
starts

Vizzini, Iñigo and Fezzik travel in ship36
ends

Vizzini leave Buttercup’s body32

Humperdinck find Buttercup’s body33

Humperdinck suspects 3029

Horse reaches castle28

Guilderians kill Buttercup35

MODE: PLAN MODE: SUSPECT

MODE: BELIEF

Vizzini kills Buttercup31

Humperdinck believes 3534

Guilderians kidnap Buttercup30
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Conclusions

Relations between events in a story relevant to story understanding are not limited to chronology

Introduction of additional worlds introduces separate timelines

Embedded stories sometimes induce jumps in relative chronology within the same world

Representation of modalities of reported speech  may require additional worlds (possible rather than factual)

Relative chronology applies in a restricted fashion across possible and factual worlds

Embedded stories allow the introduction of additional worlds (fictional?) 



Future Work

Devise appropriate annotation format

Identify minimum set of features to account for relevant phenomena

Etend to other movies

Extend to complete movie

Develop annotation guidelines



Thank you!

http://nil.fdi.ucm.es/
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